Abstract

Steganography is the art and science of communicating secret data by embedding it into a multimedia carrier. The ultimate goal here is to conceal the very existence of the embedded data. Although the term Steganography has been known for thousands of years, its digital version came about only lately and research was intensified after the depressing event of Twin towers (11th Sep 2001). Steganalysis, which is the official counter attack science, defeats Steganographic algorithms whether they are based on the traditional spatial domain or the transform one. Steganography’s ultimate objectives, which are undetectability, robustness and capacity of the hidden data, are the main factors that separate it from other relating techniques, namely watermarking and cryptography. This paper focuses on improving the embedding capacity in steganography. For the improvement in the capacity, secret bits are encoded into cover image by three types of modulo functions. More specifically, to alleviate further color
distortion and obtain a higher hiding capacity, the R, G and B component is encoded by Mod u, Mod v and Mod w functions respectively. Simulations were performed on cover images with different message sizes. The proposed technique showed that improved data hiding capacity in the cover image can be obtained without any compromise in histogram and statistical analysis. It also gives good perceptual quality in Stego image and greater security.
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